This publication has been translated from the open literature and is available to the general public, Non-DOD agencies may purchase this publication fromu Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information., U. S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Va. The article by Fikhman /T/ demonstrated conclusively the importance of studying the scattering of light by suspensions of bacteria and interesting results were presented for determining the spectr.l ,haracteris~¢le of light which is scattered by a number of bacterial prepatahtloqg.A Tfie' 6hnl• bject ion is the assertion by the author that the light-scattering of suspensions of bacteria as comparatively coýtrsely-dispersed systems (their average sizes lie within the limits of 0.3--5 microns) is not subordinate to the Mic formula /2/. In actuality the Mie theory does not impose limitations on th-¢ size of particles.
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In literature calculations are cited for Mie functions for very large particles.
For example, in the tables /37 the Mie functions are tabulated ,, to the values of the argument . , equal to 400-4t300, which corresponds to the radius Y of particles on an order of 30--50 microns (0.05 nin) during the scattering of visible light.
In the work /4/ the Mie functions are tabulaced very carefully and in detail exactly in the interval of radii of 0.3 microns; it is also stressed there /4/ that an examination of an extreme case of v---00 in the frames of the Mie theory leads to the principles of geometric optics.
Besides this, the processing of the experimental data of Fikhman 1---on the basis of conclusive theoretical treatments of the Mie theory 0 makeit possible to determine the elat~ive index of rqfractiori. M of bacterial it posibl to'-" determ-ine-t tosieatoei sphere-shaped cells.
Suc h 'prob' i impre11Wtyeis consideration is
given to the importance of the problem of turbidimetry of bacterial suspensions on the whole, and also the phenomenon of the dependency of the refraction index of the bacterial cells on their metabolic activity (living and dead bacteria have different refraction indices), t.
The fiure presents the theoretical curves, constructed according to the tables /5f, of the dependepcy of the index of the power yj (V-k•-k7)_ 
